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1 Sub-game Perfection

When facing a sequential game, we saw that using a game tree is the best option
for analysing the game. We also saw that using the idea of dominated strategies,
to prune the game tree starting from the bottom of the tree and working up,
allows us to find the sequence of action that will occur if the players are rational.
A problem with this pruning approach is that you loose a lot of information. You
may get rid some of of the Nash equilibria of the game, usually the ones caused
by incredible threats. The Sub-game perfection approach is more powerful.

definition 1. A sub-game is a game inside the original game. More formally,
a sub-game is the game corresponding to the game tree formed taking any de-
cisional node of the original game and all the nodes that follow directly from it
(including nodes that are linked by an information set). A game always has at
least one sub-game: itself.

A proper sub-game is a sub-game that differs from the original game.

If you have a game tree, you can easily see that there are as many sub-games
as decisional nodes (that are in separate information sets). For instance, in the
Big Monkey vs. Little Monkey game where Big Monkey chooses first there
are three sub-games: itself and the two sub-games defined by each decisional
node where Little Monkey chooses. Note that information sets in the game tree
decrease the number of sub-games. For instance, the Big Monkey vs. Little
Monkey game where Monkeys choose simultaneously a single sub-game: itself.

definition 2. A strategy profile of a game is sub-game perfect equilibrium if it
corresponds to a Nash equilibrium in every sub-game.

Note that a sub-game perfect equilibrium must be a Nash equilibrium in
the original game. To find a sub-game perfect equilibrium, we use the same
approach as when were were pruning the game tree but we do not erase the
branches and we keep track of the best choice at each decisional node (for
instance by highlighting the corresponding branch). In the end, we obtain a
game tree where we can actually see the best response at each decisional node.
It turns out that when we use this approach we find precisely all of the sub-game
perfect equilibria.

To illustrate this notion, consider the following game. Monica and Chandler
are going to a costume part . Monica wants them to dress in a Ratatouille
theme but Chandler wants them to dress in a Batman theme. If they choose a
different theme they get a payoff of zero. If they choose the Ratatouille theme,
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Chandler only gets 1 (because hes wearing a rat costume) and Monica gets 2
(shes dressed as a chef). If they choose the Batman theme, Chandler gets 2
(because hes Joker) and Monica gets 1 (shes Batman). Since shes a girl (has
initiative), Monica chooses first. Since the players choose sequentially so we
should use a tree to model this game.
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To prune the tree we start at the last decisional nodes (Chandlers) and
remove the non-rational actions (These irrational actions are to to dress up as
Joker when Monica dresses as a Chef and dress as a Rat when Monica dresses
as batman). Then you go up one level and consider Monicas decisional node
and remove the dominated strategy (which is to dress as Batman because if
she dresses as Chef shes sure she will get 2 since Chandler is rational). Let
us write down the strategy sets of the players. For Monica, SM =(Dress as a
Chef, Dress as Batman) and for Chandler SC =(dress as Joker always, dress as
a rat always, dress in the same theme as Monica, dress in the opposite theme
as Monica). How many Nash equilibria are there in this game? We know that
Monicas strategy must be dress as a Chef in the NE that corresponds to the
equilibrium we found by pruning. We also know that Chandler must be dressing
as a rat, which means that his strategy is either always dress as a rat or dress in
the same theme as Monica. There are thus 2 NE that correspond to the rational
sequence of actions: (Chef,always rat) and (Chef, same theme as Monica).

There is a third Nash equilibrium: it is (Batman,always Joker). You can
check that it is a Nash equilibrium: if Monica changes her strategy she gets 0
and if Chandler changes his strategy he gets the same thing or he gets 0. Thus,
no player should change strategy given the strategy played by the other player.
There are several intriguing points with this NE that we discuss below, but first,
let us see if any of these three Nash equilibria is a sub-game perfect equilibrium.
To be a sub-game perfect equilibrium, it needs to be a Nash equilibrium in the
orginal game (which is the case for all three), but it also needs to be a Nash
equilibrium in the two other sub-games, i.e. Chandlers decisional nodes. We are
now looking for a strategy that tells Chandler to do the best choice in any of his
decisional nodes. Clearly it cannot be always rat or always joker because there
is a situation where these strategies lead to a 0 payoff. The strategy of always
dressing in the same theme as Monica leads Chandler to maximize his payoff in
every possible situation. Thus, (Rat, dress in the same theme as Monica) is the
only SPE.
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1.1 Incredible Threats

The third Nash equilibrium of the Chandler Monica game Batman, always the
Joker has several interesting properties:

1. It can’t find be found by pruning the game tree.

2. It cannot be reached if player 1 (Monica) plays rationally.

3. It leads to the highest possible payoff for player 2 (Chandler).

All these characteristics define an incredible threat. The name comes from
the fact that this NE is never reached if player 1 is rational. An interesting
question is: how to make a threat credible? A first option is to convince the
other player that your are crazy, i.e. not rational (for instance Chandler could
try to convince Monica that he prefers not to go to the party than dressing
as a rat). A second option is to affect your own payoff, which means modify
the structure of the game. For instance, Hernan Cortez, who genocided most
of the empires in South America, burnt his own ships upon arival in the new
world. This way, his soldiers had no alternative but to fight and win. In a
sense, Cortezs threat (You should win this battle or die) became much more
credible for the soldiers. (This tactic should be familiar to anyone who has
played through Warcraft 3 as well, it’s very Sun Tzu)

2 Barganing Games

definition 3. A bargaining game is a game where one of the player(s) gets to
make an offer to the other player(s), who can accept or refuse. Most of the time,
if the player(s) accept the game ends and if they refuse another player makes
his own offer.

Bargaining games are of course sequential games, so we want to use game
trees to represent them. As with any tree, we start at the bottom of the tree
and prune our way up to the top to find what the optimal offer on the first
round is. What you expect is a fair sharing among the players but this is not
always the case if the game is finite (or if the resource the players are sharing is
decreasing). The underlying we apply for all these games is that a player wants
to make an offer that the other payers cannot refuse (because they couldnt make
more money). Of course, this offer will never be lower than a fair share (where
each player gets the same share).

The following is an excellent example of a barganing game. Suppose Dan
wants to sell his friend Tim a good as new compressed digital music player
(cdmp) he found lying on the ground. Daniel is a neo-luddite and hence has
no use for a cdmp and so if he fails to sell it will recieve a payoff of zero.
Tim doesn’t know that Daniel has no other buyers lined up for this cdmp and
was just thinking of purchasing one himself, new from an online store for 200
dollars. Tim makes an initial offer to Dan saying “I’ll give you 50 dollars for
that cdmp you’ve got lying around and never seem to use.” Daniel can then
accept the offer or propose a counter offer, Tim can then either accept that
counter offer or propose a counter-counter offer. This process continues until an
offer is accepted. What is the outcome of this bragning process assuming that
both Tim and Dan are rational?
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The “fair” thing to do would be for Tim to pay 100 dollars for the cdmp since
Tim saves 100 dollars compared to buying new and Daniel makes 100 dollars.
Is there any reason we should expect rational players to converge on this “fair”
outcome? This is a debatable. Essentially if Tim can convince Daniel that he
will never pay more than 50 dollars than the rational thing for Daniel to do
would be to accept the 50 dollars since this is better than 0 dollars which is
what he would get if he refused to sell, but similarly if Daniel can convince Tim
that he won’t sell for anything less than 150 dollars then Tim being rational
would pay the 150 dollars since saving 50 dollars is better than saving 0 dollars.

So this game has an infinite number of Nash equilibria, all of the form Daniel
never proposes or accepts an offer for more than x, x ∈ [0, 1000, and Tim never
proposes or accepts an offer less than x, so eventually the price x will be agreed
on and this a Nash since no player can do better by unilaterally changing their
strategy. Later in the course we will learn about dynamical systems that might
give rise to the fair or the unfair Nash equilibrium respectively.
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